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Doug Goldstein is happy to announce a new collaboration with the world
famous producer Steve Thompson.
Steve has done projects from Guns-N-Roses, Metallica, Korn (Steve Thompson’s Discography in
PDF) etc, over the years.
http://stevethompsonproductions.com/doug-goldsteinsteve-thompson/?preview_id=285&preview_nonce=70103269a4&preview=true
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Steve and Doug have joined forces as both have experience in building the careers of
numerous artists. Collectively, they know where music is at today (and MORE IMPORTANTLY
where music is heading next), and are paving new roads for artists interested in being on the
forefront of genre’s yet to be heard.
Steve has always adapted to musical styles and has continually been on the cutting edge. With
Doug managing Steve’s career, the two are poised to take on the top artists in the touring and
recording industry. Doug has toured extensively throughout the globe.
His knowledge of worldwide trends only adds to Steve’s extensive grasp of redefining artist’s
careers by stripping down “traditional” sounds and building great songs that stand the test of
time. Doug commented on this new relationship by stating, “It is with great honor that I have
been asked by Master song craftsman, Steve Thompson for whom I have the greatest respect,
to look after his career and allow him to do what he does best…..allow an artist to have a long
career by being on the forefront of music, which adds credence and longevity to the artists
careers.”
Doug has assembled a great veteran team to assist in all of Steve’s projects. Sandy Rizzo, who
has worked for KISS, Aerosmith, Motley Crue, Bon Jovi, Guns-N-Roses, and has many
management clients of her own, brings her intimate knowledge of A&R, and budgetary
controls to the team. Ted Cohen is in partnership with Doug in the Management and Label
side. Ted is THE Foremost expert in Digital Downloading, having set up the business platforms
for iTunes, Rhapsody, Amazon Music, Spotify, basically all companies interested in establishing
a downloadable presence. No one knows how to monetize “streaming” be it music or video
better than Ted.
On the touring side, Andre Augustine has extensive touring experience having toured with
NWA, Aerosmith, KISS, Jeff Beck, Prince, and countless others. Steve is FAR from a one trick
pony. He has television concepts fully developed, films scripted and ready to go, many tracks
already written for “Commercial” exposure. Basically a fully conceptualized platform that will
be an industry in and of itself. This collaboration is proud of their expertise and integrity,
putting artists needs in first place.
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